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Abstract—In some applications the transmission of discrete-
time but continuous-amplitude (or multilevel) source symbols
is required which might be more bandwidth efficient than
conventional digital transmission. An appropriate method is to
apply a source channel mapping (SCM) of M source symbols to
N channel symbols. A geometrical approach for SCM has been
introduced by Shannon and Kotel’nikov (Shannon-Kotel’nikov
mappings). These systems are used to map M continuous-
amplitude and discrete-time source symbols to N continuous-
amplitude and discrete-time channel symbols without the in-
termediate step of a binary representation. These schemes are
usually decoded using a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder which
leads to optimum results in the mean square error sense for
very good channels, but is suboptimal for noisy channels. In this
paper the performance of an improved decoder, the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) decoder is assessed. As a special
case of a 1:2 expansion case (rate 1/2) Shannon-Kotel’nikov
mapping, the Archimedes spiral is considered. The properties
of the ML and MMSE decoder are examined and a graphical
interpretation of the superior performance of the MMSE decoder
is given. Furthermore, the robustness of the MMSE decoder w.r.t.
an inaccurate estimation of the channel quality is determined.
The concepts of the MMSE decoder which lead to a superior
performance to the ML decoder can be generalized and applied
to all Shannon-Kotel’nikov mappings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shannon’s separation theorem [1] states that optimal transmis-
sion can be achieved using separate source and channel cod-
ing. Unfortunately, this implies infinite delay and complexity
which motivates the approach to combine the two steps of
source and channel coding to one mathematical operation. A
source channel mapping (SCM) directly maps M continuous-
amplitude and discrete-time source symbols to N continuous-
amplitude and discrete-time channel symbols. Two cases can
be distinguished: In case of compression (M > N ), a lower-
dimensional representation of the source symbols is achieved
while in the case of expansion (M < N ), an improved error
robustness is intended.
Kotel’nikov [2] developed a theory for 1 : N expansion
systems with a geometrical approach which gives a graphical
interpretation whereas in [3] an example of the 1 : 2 expansion
case (rate 1/2) was already given by Shannon which led to the
name Shannon-Kotel’nikov mappings [4].
Numerical optimizations [5] of a 1 : 2 expansion system
with a Gaussian source and an AWGN channel motivates
the use of the Archimedes spiral as a simple approximation,
which has been analyzed in [6]. For higher expansion factors,

approaches using orthogonal polynoms [7] or hybrid digital
analog systems [8], [9], [10] can be found. The latter combine
the benefits of the digital and the analog world, yielding a good
performance and graceful degradation. For speech coding a
similar structure has also been proposed in [11].
In this paper we will focus on the 1 : 2 expansion case
using the Archimedes spiral. In the literature, the receiver is
usually a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder. If channel state
information like the signal to noise ratio of the channel (cSNR)
and a-priori information about the probability density function
(pdf) of the source symbols is available, a more promising
decoder, namely the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
decoder can be used. The performance of this decoder is
evaluated in this paper and is compared to the ML decoder.
The presented approach is not limited to the Archimedes spiral
and the 1 : 2 expansion case, but can also be used for other
Shannon-Kotel’nikov mappings.

II. DECODING SHANNON-KOTEL’NIKOV MAPPINGS

We consider continuous-amplitude and discrete-time i.i.d.
source symbols u with the pdf p(u). The source sym-
bols u ∈ R with variance σ2

u are encoded using a 1 : N
mapping function y = (y1, y2, ..., yN )T = g(u) =
(g1(u), g2(u), ..., gN (u))T, y ∈ RN and observed through
an AWGN channel as z = y + n, with ni ∼ N (0, σ2

n),
1 ≤ i ≤ N . We call the symbols y = g(u) the signal space
curve. The noise is uncorrelated and statistically independent
of the source. The channel quality is measured in terms of the
channel SNR:

cSNR =
E
{
y2i
}

E {n2i }
. (1)

At the receiver, the source symbols u are estimated using the
observation z resulting in the estimate û. The performance
measure is the mean square error MSE = E

{
(u− û)2

}
and

the end to end symbol SNR is sSNR =
σ2
u

MSE .
The theoretical performance limit OPTA (Optimum Perfor-
mance Theoretically Attainable) [12] can be evaluated equat-
ing the channel capacity and the rate distortion function
considering multiple or partial channel uses per source symbol.
The rate distortion function of a Gaussian source is defined as
follows [13, (10.24)]:
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R =

{
1
2 log2 (sSNR) , sSNR ≥ 1

0 sSNR < 1.
(2)

The channel capacity of an AWGN channel is [13, (9.17)]:

C =
1

2
log2 (1 + cSNR) bits per use. (3)

Considering multiple or partial channel uses per source sym-
bol, OPTA can be calculated:

R ·M = C ·N
⇒ sSNROPTA = (1 + cSNR)

N
M . (4)

In the following, we consider two different decoders: The ML
decoder and the MMSE decoder.
For an uncorrelated N-dimensional AWGN channel and equal
noise variance in each dimension, the likelihood function
p(z|u) is1:

p(z|u) =
1

(2π)
N
2 σNn

e
− 1

2σ2n
||z−g(u)||2

. (5)

The ML estimate is defined as follows:

ûML = argmax
u

p(z|u). (6)

The likelihood function is maximized by finding the value u
that minimizes ||z−g(u)||2. The geometrical interpretation of
this minimization is to find the point on the signal space curve
which is closest to the received vector.
The overall MSE2 for a given pdf of source symbols p(u) is:

MSEML =

∫
p(u)

∫
(u− ûML)2p(z|u)dzdu

=

∫
p(z)

∫
(u− ûML)2p(u|z)dudz (7)

=

∫
p(z) · SMML(z)dz, (8)

where the term SMML(z) is the second central moment which
will be discussed later. The ML decoder just requires the
signal space curve g(u). The variance of the noise and the
pdf p(u) of the source symbols are not evaluated explicitly by
the ML decoder. For very good channels (cSNR → ∞) the
ML decoder is optimal in the MSE sense [15, p. 291-292].
For nonvanishing noise the ML decoder is suboptimal, thus we
propose to use the MMSE decoder for a better performance
of the decoder. By taking the variance of the noise and the

1In the literature [14] the pdf p(z|u) is called “parameterized” pdf and de-
noted p(z;u) because u is not a random variable, but a deterministic constant
which parametrizes the pdf of z. For notational simplicity, parameterized pdfs
will be denoted like conditional pdfs (p(z|u)) in this paper.

2To improve readability, limits of integrals are omitted when integrating
from −∞ to ∞.

source pdf into account, the MMSE decoder can be derived
[14, p. 313] as the conditional expectation:

ûMMSE = E {u|z} (9)

=

∫
u · p(u|z)du

=

∫
u · p(u)

p(z|u)

p(z)
du. (10)

Thus, the MMSE estimate is the conditional expectation using
the a-posteriori pdf of u given the observation z. That is
the likelihood function p(z|u) which is weighted by p(u)
and normalized by the probability of occurence p(z) of the
observation z (10).
The overall MSE of the MMSE decoder can be calculated as
follows:

MSEMMSE =

∫∫
(u− ûMMSE)2p(u, z)dudz

=

∫
p(z)

∫
(u− E {u|z})2p(u|z)dudz

=

∫
p(z) · var

u
{u|z}dz (11)

=

∫
p(z) · SMMMSE(z)dz. (12)

The MSEMMSE is the variance of the conditional expectation
using the a-posteriori pdf of u given the observation z which is
weighted with the probability of occurence of the observation
z. The variance equals the second central moment SMMMSE(z).
For a signal space curve which cannot be decoded directly
with simple mathematical operations, the MSE can be obtained
by Monte Carlo simulations for different realizations of the
noise and the source random variable. An alternative semi-
analytical approach without extensive simulations is used here:
For properly discretized z, n and u and using sums instead
of integrals in (7) and (11) the MSE of both decoders can be
calculated directly.

III. ARCHIMEDES SPIRAL

For the 1 : 2 expansion case, in [5] a source channel mapping
is designed for transmitting Gaussian source symbols over
an AWGN channel using a numerical optimization procedure.
The resulting structure resembles the Archimedes spiral which
has the advantage that it can be modelled analytically. In [6]
the Archimedes spiral is examined and the signal space curve
is given as:

g1(u) =

√
∆|u|

0.16π2
sign(u) cos

(√
|u|

0.16∆

)
, (13a)

g2(u) =

√
∆|u|

0.16π2
sign(u) sin

(√
|u|

0.16∆

)
. (13b)

The factor 0.16 results from a second order approximation
of the length of the signal space curve to map equidistant
points of u to equidistant points on the spiral. The parameter
∆ controls the distance between adjacent arms of the spiral
(Fig. 1).
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(a) ML estimation ûML; independent of cSNR of
the AWGN channel.
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(b) MMSE estimation ûMMSE; AWGN channel
with cSNR = 10dB.
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(c) MMSE estimation ûMMSE; AWGN channel
with cSNR = 20dB.

Fig. 2: Results of ML and MMSE estimation for z which is observed through an AWGN channel for Gaussian p(u).
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Fig. 1: Archimedes spiral for −2 ≤ u ≤ 2 and ∆ = 0.3.

When a received vector is decoded, two different kinds of
errors can occur. Choosing the wrong arm of the spiral results
in a threshold error. This type of error occurs more frequently
in bad channel channel conditions and are very severe due
to their large magnitude. One design criterion for optimizing
Shannon-Kotel’nikov mappings is to maximize the distance
between adjacent arms. In good channel conditions mostly
small estimation errors occur which let the estimated value
“walk along” the spiral arm. The effect of this type of errors
can be lowered by elongating the signal space curve. Addi-
tionally, considering the power constraint at the transmitter, a
tradeoff has to be found for each cSNR between a long and
therefore very dense spiral and a short signal space curve with
large distances between the spiral arms. For a given cSNR the
optimal ∆ for the optimal spiral needs to be found.
In Figs. 2 and 4 the behaviour of the ML and MMSE decoder
is shown for a Gaussian source with zero mean and σ2

u = 1
3

and an Archimedes spiral with ∆ = 0.3.
Figure 2 shows the MMSE and ML estimate û using the
received vector z. The symbols y of the Archimedes spiral at
the transmitter is depicted for orientation in the same plot by
1000 white dots. The ML decoder (Fig. 2a) chooses the symbol
on the spiral which is closest to the received vector. This

results in a hard decision border line which is just in the middle
between two spiral arms. Since the ML decoder does not take
the channel quality into account, the decision border line is
independent of the cSNR. However, the MMSE decoder takes
the channel quality into account and therefore ûMMSE depends
on the cSNR. Figures 2b and 2c show ûMMSE for a cSNR
of 10 dB and 20 dB. Some differences to the ML decoder
can be noted. The decision border line is shifted towards the
spiral arm whose symbols are less probable, resulting in less
threshold errors (Fig. 2b). Additionally, the decision border
line is not a sharp line but a smooth transition from the values
of one spiral arm to the other which is due to the expectation
operation in (9). The width of the transition depends on the
cSNR. For good channels (Fig. 2c), the reliability of the
observation is higher, and thus the received symbols z have a
higher impact on the MMSE estimate than the a-priori known
source symbol pdf. Then, the decision border line moves more
to the middle between the spiral arms and the transition is
more abrupt. For cSNR → ∞ the MMSE decoder therefore
converges to the ML decoder.
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Fig. 3: p(u|z) for different cases of received values z.

For an observed symbol z which is very close to a symbol
on the spiral (Fig. 3, case 1), the conditional pdf p(u|z) is
very concentrated around the estimated value û. The second
central moment

∫
(u− û)2p(u|z)du is small. In case 2 (Fig. 3)

the pdf p(u|z) of an observed symbol which is just at the
decision border line or in the middle of the decision region
has two dominant peaks which correspond to symbols on
the two neighbouring spiral arms. The ML decoder chooses
ûML from the cluster with the highest peak and the MMSE
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(a) Second central moment SMML(z) in (8) for
ML decoder for Gaussian p(u)
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(b) Second central moment SMMMSE(z) in (12)
for MMSE decoder for Gaussian p(u)
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(c) Distribution p(z) of symbols observed
through AWGN channel for Gaussian p(u)
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(d) Weighted second central moment
p(z)SMML(z) in (8) for ML decoder and
for Gaussian p(u)
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(e) Weighted second central moment
p(z)SMMMSE(z) in (12) for MMSE decoder for
Gaussian p(u)
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(f) Second central moment SMMMSE(z) in (12)
for MMSE decoder for uniform p(u)

Fig. 4: Estimation errors for MMSE and ML decoder for an Archimedes spiral with ∆ = 0.3 and an AWGN channel with
cSNR = 10 dB.

decoder calculates the expectation of the pdf which would
be just in the middle of the clusters. In case 2 for either
the ML or the MMSE decoder, the second central moment
is significantly higher than the second central moment in case
1. Figures 4a and 4b show the second central moments for an
ML (SMML(z)) and an MMSE decoder (SMMMSE(z)).
To calculate the overall MSE, the second central moment
has to be weighted with the probability p(z) ((8) and (12)).
The probabilty p(z) is shown in Fig. 4c and the weighted
moments are shown in Figs. 4d and 4e. For the MMSE
decoder, the decision border line, i.e. the region with the
highest moments, corresponds to observed symbols that have
the lowest probability p(z). For the ML decoder, the decision
border line is always in the middle between spiral arms and
therefore does not always correspond to observed symbols
with a low probability. This phenomenon gives a descriptive
explanation for the better MSE performance of an MMSE
decoder compared with an ML decoder.
For a uniform pdf of the source symbols, the decision regions
in Fig. 2 will be just in the middle between the spiral arms
and even for the MMSE decoder do not move to the less
probable arm, since all symbols on the spiral are equiprobable.
But while the ML decoder still has no information about the

domain of p(u), the MMSE decoder can expoit the limited
domain of p(u). The second central moment of the ML
decoder for a uniform p(u) is identical to the Gaussian case in
Fig. 4a. For an MMSE decoder and a uniform p(u), the second
central moment is shown in Fig. 4f. Here the position of the
symbols with the highest second central moment coincide with
the symbols with the lowest probablity and therefore also in
the uniform case, the overall MSE of the MMSE decoder is
better than that of the ML decoder.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Using Monte Carlo simulations or solving (7) and (11) nu-
merically, the performance of the Archimedes spiral for the
ML and the MMSE decoder can be assessed. Figure 5 shows
the performance for ∆ = 0.3 for varying channel conditions
and the two decoders. For comparison OPTA (1 : 2 expansion
case, Gaussian source, AWGN channel) and the performance
of a linear system (g1(u) = g2(u) = u and ML decoder) are
depicted, too. Qualitatively, the performance shown in Fig. 5
for the Gaussian case is identical to the uniform case.
The threshold effect can easily be observed. Below approxi-
mately cSNR = 16 dB the threshold errors which are wrong
decisions of the decoder concerning the spiral arm are con-
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Fig. 5: Performance of the ML and MMSE decoder for an
Archimedes spiral with ∆ = 0.3 and Gaussian p(u).

siderably more frequent resulting in a “waterfall”-like rapid
decrease of sSNR. The MMSE decoder benefits from the
information about the pdf of the source symbols by choosing
the spiral arm whose symbols are more probable. This yields a
better performance of the MMSE decoder than the ML decoder
especially in the waterfall region and for higher noise channels.
For channels with a better channel quality, the MMSE decoder
does not perform significantly better than the ML decoder.
This is due to the fact that the pdf of the source symbols is
more important for the decision between two spiral arms than
for the decision between two adjacent symbols on one spiral
arm. Therefore the MMSE decoder benefits most from this
additional information in the waterfall region.
For each ∆, the Archimedes spiral has an optimal operation
point which has the smallest distance to OPTA. For the
Archimedes spiral with ∆ = 0.3, the miminum distance of
sSNROPTA − sSNRMMSE = 5.9 dB is achieved at cSNR =
14.5 dB for the MMSE decoder. For the ML decoder, the
minimum distance is sSNROPTA − sSNRML = 6.9 dB at
cSNR = 15.75 dB.
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Fig. 6: Envelope of the performance of the ML and MMSE
decoder.

For each channel quality the optimal ∆ of the Archimedes
spiral can be determined. The resulting envelope is depicted
in Fig. 6. For channels worse than cSNR = 9 dB the
ML decoder of the Archimedes spiral is outperformed by a
linear transmission system (g1(u) = g2(u) = u and ML
decoder) which is a simple linear repetition code [16]. For
an Archimedes spiral with a large parameter ∆ which is used
for these channels, the spiral is nearly a straight horizontal
line in Fig. 1. Since the cSNR is equal for each dimension
(1), this spiral should be equal to a linear repetition code and
therefore should perform at least as well as the optimal linear
code. But, in [6] the curve length is calculated using a second
order approximation resulting in the factor 0.16 in (13). This
approximation leads to very few symbols around the point of
origin (Fig. 4c), and therefore the spiral with a large ∆ differs
from the linear repetition code.
The MMSE decoder is always better than the optimal linear
system and the ML decoder for all cSNR. The performance
gain ∆sSNR = sSNRMMSE − sSNRML of the MMSE decoder
compared to the ML decoder is dependent on the cSNR
and ranges between 0.5 dB and 3 dB. This is a very strong
motivation for the application of the MMSE decoder instead
of the ML decoder.
The complexity of the MMSE decoder is higher compared to
an ML decoder. The MMSE decoder weights all the symbols
on the spiral with the probability of their occurrence and
weights the distance between the received symbol and the
symbol on the spiral with a Gaussian corresponding to the
channel quality. Then, the MMSE decoder calculates the ex-
pectation over all symbols on the spiral. Since the Archimedes
spiral does not have an analytical inverse, the optimal ML
decoder also has to find the symbol with the smallest distance
to the received symbol among all values on the spiral. So
both decoders have to consider all symbols on the spiral, and
therefore the complexity increase of the MMSE decoder is
only moderate.
The MMSE decoder benefits from incorporating the channel
quality and therefore the cSNR has to be known at the receiver.
The potential loss in performance due to inaccuracies of the
cSNR are considered in the following.
Figure 7 shows the loss in sSNR of the MMSE decoder for
a cSNR mismatch ∆cSNR for different channel qualities. A
positive ∆cSNR corresponds to a higher cSNR assumed at the
decoder than present on the channel. If the decoder assumes
a worse channel than the one which is present (negative
mismatch) the performance degrades drastically especially in
the waterfall region. This effect can be explained considering
the following: For a negative mismatch, symbols on spiral
arms which are even further away are weighted higher in the
expectation operation. This is especially severe at the optimal
operation point, where the distance between the spiral arms
is optimized for a given cSNR. Overweighting the symbols
which are on more distant spiral arms results in more threshold
errors and consequently in a lower performance. The ML
decoder which is independent of the cSNR even outperforms
the MMSE decoder for the region below the white line in
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Fig. 7: Loss in sSNR for MMSE decoder for mismatched
cSNR for ∆ = 0.3. In the region above white line, the MMSE
decoder is still better than the ML decoder.

Fig. 7. For a positive mismatch the performance of the MMSE
decoder keeps quite stable. Here, underweighting symbols
on spiral arms will only result in small errors. And for a
positive mismatch the MMSE decoder still performs better
than the ML decoder. The cSNR which is used for the MMSE
decoder should be carefully estimated but the performance of
the MMSE decoder is robust to overestimation.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper a special case of the Shannon-Kotel’nikov
mappings is considered. The Archimedes spiral is a candidate
for source channel mapping for the 1 : 2 expansion case.
In the literature, the maximum likelihood decoder is used to
assess the performance of this simple coding scheme. We show
that using the MMSE decoder yields a better performance,
especially in the waterfall region, but also in the envelope of all
optimal operation points. The property of the MMSE decoder,
that high estimation errors occur for received symbols with the
lowest probablity to yield the lowest overall MSE is visualized
and compared to the ML decoder.
The results derived here for the MMSE and the ML decoder
are not limited to the Archimedes Spiral. They can be extended
to all Shannon-Kotel’nikov mappings and it can be expected
that the MMSE decoder will perform better than the ML
decoder.
Since the channel quality has to be available to the MMSE
decoder, the effects of inaccurate channel state information are
simulated and visualized. It is interesting to note that assuming
more noise on the channel than actually present will result in a
poorer performance while overestimating the channel quality
will still result in a better decoder than the ML decoder.
In [6] the curve length of the spiral is evaluated using a
second order approximation resulting in the factor 0.16 in
(13). The approximation leads to very few symbols around
the point of origin of the spiral (Fig. 4c). This yields an
even lower performance than a linear repetition code for the
ML decoder and channels worse than cSNR = 9 dB. Using

a better approximation for the curve length would result in
an improved performance for all cSNR, because the symbols
around the origin are also used.
Finally, the work done in [5] where the shape of the spiral
is numerically optimized can be extended using the MMSE
decoder. This will certainly improve the performance of the
system.
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